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Discovering Daisy

2018-03-28

at nearly forty years old cash malloy has accepted that the lifestyle he and sage his
partner both in life and on the job live isn t normal but is what both men need to
escape the darkness of their pasts but he also knows that sage s wounds run much
deeper than his own and that there will come a day where what cash can give sage isn
t enough anymore and after meeting the young woman sage has become enamored with cash
knows that day is closer than ever at twenty one daisy washburne has found a new life
working for an underground vigilante group to the men she works with she s daisy it
girl extraordinaire but in the silence of her apartment she s just awkward quiet
weird daisy whose computer is her best friend and whose only link to the outside
world are the voices of the men she s trying really hard not to think of as family
but it s one voice on the other end of the phone in particular that calls to her like
no other and eases just a little bit of the loneliness that has consumed her since
losing her mother to a brutal act of violence in order to survive sage brighton has
had to learn how to be two different people to most of the world he s happy go lucky
flirty easy going sage but to the one man who knows him better than anyone else and
yet still doesn t really know who he is sage sees himself as nothing more than a
fucked up mess who takes more than he gives life without cash isn t even a
possibility for sage but he can t deny the pull young daisy washburne has had on him
from the moment he hears her voice for the first time only in the deepest recesses of
his mind does sage allow for a world in which he can have both cash and daisy at the
same time fortunately for sage the lines between fantasy and reality are miles apart
almost a thousand miles to be exact since daisy doesn t live anywhere near cash and
sage s home in the ozarks but when a chance encounter between daisy cash and sage in
a motel just outside seattle changes everything the demons from sage s past threaten



to derail the life he and cash have built together when circumstances bring the trio
back together cash sees an opportunity to give sage what he needs even if it costs
cash everything he s ever wanted only he soon finds that sage isn t the only one
drawn to the quiet young woman who s good at being invisible and he can t help but
wonder if maybe the key to saving sage isn t about sage choosing who can give him a
normal life because maybe normal isn t enough just like maybe one love isn t enough
for any of them

Daisy the Protector Dog

2012-05

daisy is a dog who loves to protect she especially loves protecting her human friend
buddy who lives on the farm with her then one day she hears a yelp coming from the
woods who needs protection this time find out in daisy the protector dog a story that
teaches children important themes of protection safety and most of all friendship

Daisy Zu Entdecken

2024-04-17

im alter von fast vierzig jahren hat cash malloy akzeptiert dass der lebensstil den
er und sage sein arbeitskollege und lebenspartner führen nicht normal ist doch das
ungewöhnliche konstrukt ihrer beziehung ist es was die beiden männer brauchen um der
dunkelheit ihrer vergangenheit zu entkommen aber cash weiß auch dass die wunden von
sage tiefer reichen als seine eigenen und der tag kommen wird an dem das was er ihm
geben kann für sage nicht mehr genug sein wird und nachdem sie auf einer feier zum



ersten mal der jungen frau persönlich begegnet sind von der sage seit einiger zeit
wie verzaubert ist weiß cash dass dieser tag so kurz bevorsteht wie noch nie zuvor
mit einundzwanzig hat daisy washburne in ihrer arbeit für eine untergrundorganisation
einen neuen lebensinhalt gefunden für die männer mit denen sie arbeitet ist sie daisy
die außergewöhnliche it fachfrau aber in der stille ihres apartments ist sie bloß die
linkische stille seltsame daisy deren bester freund ihr computer ist und deren
einzige verbindung zur außenwelt die stimmen der männer sind die sie nicht als
familie ansehen will auch wenn es sie große mühe kostet aber eine ganz bestimmte
stimme am anderen ende des telefons zieht sie an wie keine andere und lindert ein
wenig die einsamkeit die sie zu verschlingen droht seit sie ihre mutter in einem
brutalen akt der gewalt verloren hat um zu überleben musste sage brighton lernen zwei
verschiedene personen zu sein für den großteil der welt ist er der offene stets zu
flirts aufgelegte entspannte sage aber in gegenwart des einen mannes der ihn besser
kennt als jeder andere und trotzdem nicht weiß wer er wirklich ist ist sage ein
wandelndes chaos das mehr nimmt als gibt ein leben ohne cash ist für sage undenkbar
doch er kann die anziehung nicht leugnen die die junge daisy washburne von dem moment
an auf ihn ausübt als er zum ersten mal ihre stimme hört nur in seinen tiefsten
gedanken gestattet sich sage von einer welt zu träumen in der er sowohl cash als auch
daisy haben kann außerdem kommt erschwerend hinzu dass daisy nicht einmal in der nähe
wohnt sondern über eintausend meilen entfernt von cashs und sages zuhause in den
ozarks

Cowboy Protector Collection

2016-02-15

three cowboy protector romances in one collection for the first time by new york
times bestselling authors linda lael miller b j daniels and delores fossen the man



from stone creek by linda lael miller when trouble strikes in haven arizona ranger
sam o ballivan is determined to sort it out he arrives posing as the new
schoolteacher and discovers his first task bringing the ranchers children under
control so he starts with a call on maddie chancelor older sister of a rowdy
schoolboy maddie turns out to be a woman whose prim and proper demeanor is belied by
the fire in her eyes working undercover to capture rustlers and train robbers has
always kept sam isolated and his heart firmly in check until now but something about
the spirited maddie tempts him to start down a path he swore he d never travel
justice at cardwell ranch by b j daniels six years ago dana cardwell found her mother
s will in a cookbook and became sole owner of the cardwell ranch in big sky montana
now happily married dana is surprised when her siblings stacy and jordan show up on
the ranch and trouble isn t too far behind as danger draws closer to the ranch deputy
marshal liza turner quickly realizes that jordan cardwell isn t the man the town made
him out to be lone wolf lawman by delores fossen breaking into the home of the woman
who shared his bed three months ago isn t texas ranger weston cade s usual mo but he
s on a personal vendetta to catch a killer and addie crockett is the killer s
biological daughter addie also happens to be carrying wes s child addie can t
remember her birth father but she ll never forget wes got her pregnant and then
disappeared now she has to trust wes with her life and the life of their unborn baby
as desire reignites addie quickly discovers that with this lawman by her side she
just might escape the target on her back join harlequinmyrewards com to earn free
books and more earn points for all your harlequin purchases from wherever you shop

Protector's Awakening

2013-04

blind but able to see auras starla moon s world is anything but dark her white hair



ivory skin and crystal pink eyes target her for human ridicule her ability to
communicate silently with animals allows them to guide her without stumbling she is
different definitely not human starla is comfortable living on her animal reserve
tucked quietly into the idaho mountains but 48 hours after her father s death she
finds herself face to face with victor a roguish vampire who wants to kill her her
magical powers ignite freeing her from his clutches in a hasty escape destiny opens
the door for nicolas angel her true love to rescue her entering the vampire world she
longs to know starla must fight to prove her worth amongst the protectors who are the
super heroes of this magical but perilous realm evil in many different forms stalks
the land finding her courage within starla goes into battle swooping down on a dragon
s back killing the enemy with her wand and leaving the protectors on the ground
marveling at the sight pride and strength surge from within her breaking the bonds of
weakness that have kept starla hidden from her true identity the first female
protector protector s awakening is book one in the protectors series a vampire
fantasy epic about finding true love crusading against evil and creating family tami
blake grew up in seattle washington and currently resides in jacksonville florida a
nurse by profession and lifelong lover of fantasy fiction she was encouraged to write
this book by her husband and sister when not working or writing she enjoys knitting
and crocheting publisher s website sbpra com tamiblake

White Mother to a Dark Race

2009-07-01

in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries indigenous communities in the
united states and australia suffered a common experience at the hands of state
authorities the removal of their children to institutions in the name of assimilating
american indians and protecting aboriginal people although officially characterized



as benevolent these government policies often inflicted great trauma on indigenous
families and ultimately served the settler nations larger goals of consolidating
control over indigenous peoples and their lands white mother to a dark racetakes the
study of indigenous education and acculturation in new directions in its examination
of the key roles white women played in these policies of indigenous child removal
government officials missionaries and reformers justified the removal of indigenous
children in particularly gendered ways by focusing on the supposed deficiencies of
indigenous mothers the alleged barbarity of indigenous men and the lack of a
patriarchal nuclear family often they deemed white women the most appropriate agents
to carry out these child removal policies inspired by the maternalist movement of the
era many white women were eager to serve as surrogate mothers to indigenous children
and maneuvered to influence public policy affecting indigenous people although some
white women developed caring relationships with indigenous children and others became
critical of government policies many became hopelessly ensnared in this insidious
colonial policy

Transformation of the Pennsylvania Army National Guard's
56th Brigade Into a Stryker Brigade Combat Team

2006

the latest novel from ali mcnamara kate and clara s curious cornish craft shop is out
now if you like your stories with an added pinch of magic you ll love this
wonderfully enjoyable heat a magical tale of loss love and finding happiness in the
most unlikely places cathy bramley welcome to the gorgeous cornish town of st felix
where there s magic in the air when ana inherits a broken down camper van from her
best friend she takes the chance for a quick trip to cornwall some sea air and fish



and chips on the beach is just the tonic she needs but st felix has bigger plans for
ana she discovers a series of unsent postcards dating back to the 1950s hidden in the
upholstery of the van ana knows that it s a sign she ll make sure that the messages
reach the person that they were meant for and as the broken down van is restored to
gleaming health so ana begins to find her way back to happiness

Daisy's Vintage Cornish Camper Van

2018-06-14

a very funny book read all about this most unusual little old lady who has beat the
odds shes a lot like granny clampit always trying to readjust these convicted crooks
some of the funniest things you have ever read involving some of the most dangerous
places in the world to work the most unlikely things to happen does happen to this
little old lady who thinks she is superwoman and convinced that she is responsible
for each and every crook in her prison laugh along as granny turns in her pair of
knitting needles in trade for a pair of handcuffs

Memoirs of a Granny Prison Guard

2009-05-21

an irresistible connection but an improper match determined to marry on her own terms
lady olivia bethune has arranged a convenient elopement but her plot is thwarted when
michael solomon is hired to watch over her her jaded protector stirs a grudging
respect and an illicit desire in liv their stolen kisses have her believing both love
and her freedom might be possible can she convince michael that he s not just another



play for her independence from harlequin historical your romantic escape to the past
secrets of the duke s family the mysteries and passions of the aristocracy book 1
lady margaret s mystery gentleman book 2 lady olivia s forbidden protector

Lady Olivia's Forbidden Protector

2021-08-24

From Point Guard to Prophet

2016-05-24

the red moment is the debut novel by sydney mercer an adventure thriller set in an
inexplicable scifi world where knights fight disco masters and if you re not careful
someone may explode daisy morales having survived a childhood of torment finds
herself inflicted with the red moment an overwhelming force that can only be subdued
through murder wishing to protect the innocent from herself daisy joins the threat
detection agency and quickly finds herself facing off against the deadly and the
bizarre until a threat larger than anything she can comprehend forces her to confront
the darkness within and become one with the red moment or lose everyone she cares
about

The Red Moment

2020-09-09



the book features daisy a sweet little girl and her travels through faraway magical
lands the main characters in the book are daisy and her mother daisy is an orphan
girl magically transported to the land of enchanted dreams where she meets her mother
their travels take them to faraway lands and encounters with giants and dinosaurs
soon it is time for daisy to return to earth will daisy have to leave the land of
enchanted dreams join daisy and her mom in daisy s enchanted world a heartwarming and
scintillating tale

Daisy’s Enchanted World

2017-03-02

these alien warriors might be trouble but their human partners are more than a match
for them this 3 book omnibus of sci fi romance action novels has a crew of feisty
smart human women gorgeous apexian alien warriors action packed battles funny quirky
alien critters and steamy scenes set in space if you like muscled alien warriors
women who know how to hold their own and hot romance you ll love the apexian warriors
series this collection contains book 1 ruled a mission that can t fail a wounded
alien warrior with a dark past a woman determined to protect her heart book 2 iced a
broken warrior puts everything on the line to save the woman he loves even though he
can never have her book 3 owned when a routine mission goes wrong a broken human and
a conflicted alien have to fight an evil enemy and their hearts to be free this boxed
set is the first in the complete apexian warriors sci fi romance series each book can
be enjoyed alone or binge the entire series for extra fun among the stars



Journal - American Health Care Association

1978

sir charles sheridan is many things an amateur scientist a renowned photographer and
a skilled detective and due to victorian customs he will soon become a baron
rendering him unable to marry american writer kate ardleigh but even as customs keep
them apart a good muder case always seems to bring them together the countess of
warwick known affectionately as daisy is the subject of endless rumors about her
unladylike ways and temperament but what happens during a weekend party at her easton
estate is uglier that any rumor first a stableboy is killed then a nobleman is
murdered outide daisy s well known trysting spot a murderer is on the grounds and on
the loose seeking to avoid scandal the prince of wales orders sir charles to solve
the case together he and miss ardleigh find that even the highest levels of society
are no refuge from the lowest of deeds

Apexian Warriors Boxed Set 1 - (steamy action and
romance in space)

2024-06-18

the authentic eye witness account of a young english governess in st petersburg
petrograd during the russian revolution of 1917 with over 30 photographs edited by
muriel delahaye miss daisy s secret day to day diary reveals the trials and dilemmas
of her life and that of her two sisters may and ida also employed as english
governesses daisy known as the tomboy of the family loved dancing and excelled at the
very energetic russian dance in 1917 she is employed by the daughter and



grandchildren of the naval minister ivan constantin grigorovitch living at the naval
college on vasilevski island which is attacked and ransacked by the bolsheviks she is
imprisoned with the children in the cellars until she makes known she holds a british
passport she is then isolated in a strange house alone with the children who have
chickenpox at the mercy of marauding red army soldiers who are searching for weapons
may known as the bookworm is employed by the swedish russian engineering
representative for scandinavia living in terijoki finland where even here the red
guards plunder what they can ida a true romantic who loves to flirt and has many
admirers is in the most dangerous situation employed by the stepson of grand duke
paul the tsar s uncle and his wife aylia sister of the infamous anna verubova close
friend of the tsarina and rasputin when aylia escapes to copenhagen ida is left alone
in their apartment with the children until she agrees to make the dangerous journey
to reunite them with their mother she is interviewed by lenin before given permission
to leave as the terrors of the october 1917 revolution approach with food shortages
strikes and protest marches each sister is faced with a dilemma they don t have
enough money to get back to england the discovery of a last letter from the tsarina
to her friend anna which mentions miss ida prompted the publication of this diary
since 2017 is the centenary of the russian revolution a great many memories of this
event will be forthcoming and of interest to young and old alike

Death at Daisy's Folly

1997-02-01

her ladyship greets miss daisy with excitement she s due to retire and wants to have
some fun let s drive round the world she declares not with me thinks miss daisy and a
love hate relationship between two very different personalities begins each year her
ladyship dreams up a so called training trip for them it s only a few hundred miles



she would say but every time something would go wrong a wheel falls off her ladyship
s haemorrhoids are exacerbated by those damned speed bumps and then there s the sat
nav ah yes the sat nav the journeys get longer and longer and madam s demands become
ever more bizarre that is until a two thousand mile trip round spain exhausts them
both then when the garage door closes miss daisy recalls her early years and the
people who have touched her life surely now that she s living with her ladyship she
ll eventually settle down it seems though that it is not to be miss daisy s diaries
is a charming work of humorous fiction written by a 1934 austin 7 motor car
struggling to live with a new owner it will be enjoyed by fans of comic tales the
baby boomer generation and vintage and classic car enthusiasts

Miss Daisy's Secret Russian Diary

2017-05-25

the reverberations of the rifle shots that killed four students on may 4 1970 echoed
across the nation and beyond nowhere perhaps did they echo with more persistence and
poignancy than at the place where it happened the kent state university campus for
more than ten years the university s name has been a symbol of the sixties protest
movements as the causes of the event were debated lawsuits embroiled participants and
victims and concerned people struggled for appropriate means for remembrance and
commemoration each issue leading to further if less violent arguments demonstrations
and confrontations the may 4 episode has been recounted many times in many ways the
events of the succeeding years particularly as they affected the community in which
they happened are less well documented as event and as symbol kent state may 4 means
many things to many people this unique collection of essays and personal interviews
presents a broad spectrum of these viewpoints in recounting the events of may 4 and
those of the aftermath years the result is a composite history from the perspectives



of many of those who lived it a reflection of the differing ideological stances and
life experiences characteristic of that tumultuous era in american history

Miss Daisy's Diaries

2012

national bestseller in a powerful debut about modern day motherhood immigration and
identity a pregnant chinese woman stakes a claim to the american dream in california
utterly absorbing celeste ng a marvel of a first novel o the oprah magazine the most
eye opening literary adventure of the year entertainment weekly named one of the best
books of the year by the washington post npr real simple holed up with other mothers
to be in a secret maternity home in los angeles scarlett chen is far from her native
china where she worked in a factory and fell in love with the married owner boss
yeung now she s carrying his baby to ensure that his child his first son has every
advantage boss yeung has shipped scarlett off to give birth on american soil as
scarlett awaits the baby s arrival she spars with her imperious housemates the only
one who fits in even less is daisy a spirited pregnant teenager who is being kept
apart from her american boyfriend then a new sonogram of scarlett s baby reveals the
unexpected panicked she goes on the run by hijacking a van only to discover that she
has a stowaway daisy who intends to track down the father of her child the two flee
to san francisco s bustling chinatown where scarlett will join countless immigrants
desperately trying to seize their piece of the american dream what scarlett doesn t
know is that her baby s father is not far behind her a river of stars is a vivid
examination of home and belonging and a moving portrayal of a woman determined to
build her own future praise for a river of stars vanessa hua s story spins with wild
fervor with charming protagonists fiercely motivated by maternal and survival
instincts usa today a river of stars is the best of all worlds part buddy cop



adventure part coming of age story and part ode to female friendship npr hua s epic a
river of stars follows a pair of pregnant chinese immigrant women two of the more
vibrant characters i ve come across in a while on the lam from los angeles to san
francisco s chinatown r o kwon author of the incendiaries in esquire a delightful
novel of motherhood and chinese immigration without wading into policy debates ms hua
dramatises the stories and contributions of immigrants who believe in grand ideals
and strive to live up to them the economist

Kent State/May 4

1988

from the author of the middle sister comes a heartwarming tale of second chances and
the unparalleled love between mothers and daughters when fifteen year old olivia jean
finds herself in the family way her mother daisy who has never been very maternal
springs into action daisy decides that olivia jean can t stay in new york and whisks
her away to her grandmother s farm in alabama to have the baby even though daisy and
her mother birdie have been estranged for years when they arrive birdie lays down the
law sure her granddaughter can stay but daisy will have to stay as well though daisy
is furious she has no choice now under one little roof in the 1960s deep south three
generations of spirited proud women are forced to live together one by one they begin
to lose their inhibitions and share their secrets and as long guarded truths emerge a
baby is born a child with the power to turn these virtual strangers into a real
honest to goodness family praise for going down south long live olivia jean daisy and
birdie these three daughters mothers and women are smart feisty and funny their
stories will break your heart in the very best way i absolutely loved going down
south carleen brice author of orange mint and honey



A River of Stars

2018-08-14

the author grew up during the great depression born in 1931 she recalls many of the
things that occurred during this period of time and in world war 11 daisy pate is a
fictional character who is a young widow with four children to rear alone she has
inherited a 300 acre farm in north carolina from her grandfather the story tells of
her hope and hard work to keep the farm and her children from being victims of the
hard times that all america experienced during what is known as the worst time in our
history daisys journey is an account of many disappointments yet joy as she helps her
children grow into women and men of respect accountability and into what is now known
as the greatest generation it is the experiences of life on a farm before electricity
telephones and other conveniences came to rural north carolina the setting is a
quaker community where life revolves around daisys home and farm the church and the
public school readers of any age will see what life was like in the 1930 s and early
40 s on a farm

Going Down South

2008-07-29

never mind the botox is a series about four professional women all working on the
sale of a high profile cosmetic surgery business each book reveals how the women cope
with one of the most glamorous but challenging deals of their careers and the
dramatic impact it has on their personal lives



Daisy's Hope for Her Journey

2014-10-07

daisy s chainlove intrigue and the underworld on the costa del sol daisy the proud
daughter of a wealthy ex london gangster john and his spanish wife teresa grew up in
marbella on the costa del sol aka the costa del crime she idolised her parents and
sought to impress her ageing father by helping him run the family businesses after
uni however a disastrous error of judgement ends in family tragedy and her mother
puts daisy on a safer path of helping the local community as a penance daisy s chain
is a tragic tale with a pleasantly happy ending daisy s chain synopsisjohn is a
wealthy single ex london east end gangster living on the costa de sol in southern
spain the press have long called it the costa del crime but he doesn t care as long
as his quiet life is preserved he has had enough of gang warfare one day his
housekeeper and lover terri announces she is pregnant something they thought
impossible because of their ages john likes the idea of becoming a first time father
so he marries terri and daisy is born he loves her but has little time because of his
business commitments never sure whether her father really loves her she grows up
trying to impress him especially after hearing of his former hard man reputation
after university she begins to take over her father s businesses however she becomes
ever more outrageous until one day she goes too far landing her parents in hospital
after a revenge attack on them from rivals which she had caused by imprisoning and
torturing one of their men john dies from his injuries terri is badly hurt and their
faithful bodyguard is shot the reason for the ambush eventually comes to light and
the evidence points to daisy she struggles to avert the blame and the bodyguard
manages to keep her out of it but terri wants to teach her a lesson the problem is
how do you punish a girl who has everything terri threatens to sell all the
businesses and stop her allowance unless she takes part in her mother s first solo



venture aided by the bodyguard daisy agrees and they set about renovating a disused
church to house refugee mothers and their children to her surprise daisy likes the
job and meets a young man who loves her and shares her ideals

Never Mind the Botox: Meredith

2013-03-29

there is something awful going on in the town of new sanford the people who live
there are coming down with a strange illness known only as virus f 7 dr david carter
comes to town for his uncles funeral and meets up with rachel james the medical
transcriptionist who worked at the new sanford clinic with his late uncle dr david
carter replaces his late uncle at the clinic and together they investigate vorchang
pharmaceutical company the new owner of the clinic to discover why anyone who
inquires about virus f 7 either ends up dead or missing

Daisy's Chain

2020-12-17

claire guest was walking her dogs when daisy a fox red labrador nudged her breast
insistently and stared up into her face with her big brown eyes sensing something was
wrong claire visited her gp and soon found out she had a very deep and difficult to
diagnose form of breast cancer daisy had saved her life simply by smelling her cancer
with her scientific background and deep love of dogs claire intuited that daisy and
her canine pals could save many more lives and set up the charity medical detection
dogs though faced with many challenges claire and her dogs have proven to be a



remarkable asset to cancer detection and have changed the lives of many seriously ill
people and their families this is the story of how our relationship with dogs can
unleash life saving talents changing not only the medical world but our own lives too

Annual Reports, Returns, Etc

1885

magic compels we bleed the captivating dystopian trilogy that began with gilded cage
continues in a modern britain where magic users control wealth politics and you an
uprising has been crushed in its aftermath two families will determine the country s
fate the ruthless jardines make a play for ultimate power and the hadleys once an
ordinary family must find the extraordinary strength to fight back abi hadley is a
fugitive her brother luke a prisoner both will discover that in the darkest places
the human spirit shines brightest meanwhile amid his family s intrigues silyen
jardine dreams of forgotten powers from an earlier age as blood runs in the streets
of london all three will discover whether love and courage can ever be stronger than
tyranny how do you choose when you can t save everyone look for all three books in
the mesmerizing dark gifts trilogy gilded cage tarnished city bright ruin praise for
tarnished city highly recommended there s an admirable level of world building with
real moments of empathy and compassion and a true nail biter of a cliffhanger ending
fantasy literature multifaceted complexity lively determined characters publishers
weekly

The Fibromyalgia Factor

2009-10-21



with its many inlets points and coves the coast of new jersey stood out as a haven
for rumrunners brazenly thumbing their nose at the federal government during
prohibition new jersey was also recognized as the birthplace of the federal
government s shore based units of the united states coast guard the organization
charged at that time with stopping the flow of demon run into america with its vivid
images new jersey coast guard stations and rumrunners revives the days when new
jersey s coasties stood toe to toe with the rumrunners of the 1920s and 1930s

HSA Heritage Auctions Arms, Militaria and Civil War
Auction Catalog #6050, Dallas, TX

2010-11

sudden attacks on maggie our gray lady escalate someone wants her dead maggie larry
and her team investigate the puzzling clues that point to a long ago unsolved heist
of famous works of art as the attacks on maggie intensify maggie intends to discover
the truth hidden behind the art and the series of fires and why the killer is so
obsessed with his desire for her to die

The American Bookseller

1881

for over two thousand cycles of the sun roth beowolf has completed missions as a
shapeling protector the successful completion of his current assignment will usher
him into the rank of shapeling master the thirteen co princes have sent him to act as
bodyguard to rainey childress spoiled heiress and brilliant scientist this decisive



mission is turning into possibly his worst

Daisy’s Gift

2016-07-14

kansas city police deputy commissioner george madigan and his assistant elise brown
work together to catch a stalker while their feelings for each other grow until a
tornado strikes and elise is taken hostage

Tarnished City

2018-02-06

from usa today bestselling author pamela dumond who was featured on abc 20 20
description five years after vivian derose a former american commoner and cocktail
waitress married prince maximillian of bellèno they balance royal duties parenting
their precocious daughter but still enjoy plenty of steamy romantic encounters when a
tabloid journalist bullies vivian she s reluctant to ask max for help he s so busy
besides she s a tough cookie and used to solving problems on her own but vivian will
learn that the people who truly love her friends family and her husband are more than
happy to have her back her fight is their fight catch up on the epic romance between
prince maximillian and vivian in the crown affair series the princess s protector
2024 is a steamy royal romance novella it is based on pg 13 royally true 2023
contains an altered storyline and plenty of new steamy content royally true was
originally released as dearest part time princess in dissent anthology 2022 the crown
affair praise for the crown affair deceit suspense jealously heartbreak love angst it



was like reading a contemporary version of the crown i could not put this book down
april symes i absolutely love vivian and max amy stephens story is most certainly
ramped up thanks to the introduction of the very dirty mind of a very hot ginger
prince rae sonethyn heart all mushing sexy and delightfully entertaining romantic
comedy a reviewer
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the wrong target while investigating a murder at rikki allen s house detective blain
kent realizes the victim looks a lot like rikki could the secretive widow have been
the target he wants answers but rikki is unusually cagey when the killer comes after
rikki at a safe location blain finally gets the truth out of her she s the daughter
of franco alvanetti the notorious crime kingpin a by the book former marine blain has
made it his life mission to put the alvanetti family out of business yet he has to
trust rikki to protect her from a killer who wants her dead by christmas men of
millbrook lake four men find love and family
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